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Borderless World Foundation with a vision to Empower conflict affected children to reach their full 

potential through education and socio-economic initiatives came up with its projects like                      

B-e-T’ (Basera-E-Tabassum) and ‘FAH’( Facilitate and Accomplish with Humility) in the state of 

Jammu & Kashmir. 

BWF is working since last 1990s for rehabilitation and socio-economic empowerment of the poor and     

deprived section of the society in J&K. Today several projects are going on under BWF banner- it is 

running three Foster Care Homes for the orphan 

girls in Kashmir Valley as Basera-e-Tabassum, 

meaning  

Abode of Smiles in the districts of Kupwara,         

Anantnag and Budgam . In 2006, BWF started    

Project FAH- Facilitate and Accomplish with   

Humility at Jammu for the girls who have been so 

far  living in the migrant camps and faced number 

of constraints (space, financial, environmental 

etc). BWF believes that educating children goes 

beyond making them literate or sending them to 

school. BWF is  resolute about each child enjoying 

all rights that she is  entitled to  schooling, playing,  

developing and pursuing hobbies, relaxing, going 

out for picnics etc.   Moreover, in July 2015, BWF 

came up with a project to generate empowerment fa-

cilities through vocational trainings _ Sanitary  Nap-

kin making, Computer Embroidery, Tailoring, Fabric 

paint, Chocolate making etc. by starting a Women 

Social Entrepreneurship  Centre as Rah-e-Niswan, 

meaning Way of Women in Sulkoot area of Kupwara 

district. 

   BWF Homes in Jammu & Kashmir 
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Presently BWF is mostly involved in the Development to facilitate an integrated learning environment 

for the holistic development of children by providing educational opportunities and structured, activ-

ity-based learning. Also to provide a space for children to unwind, have fun and explore their aspira-

tions and creative streak through various recreational and socio-economic initiatives. BWF always 

tries to make Kashmiri cultural available to children through various day-to-day activities and events, 

to let them explore the option of getting back their roots and learning things that they would have 

probably done, had they been with their par-

ents.  

Today BWF has 180 inmates (55 in Kupwara, 

55 in Beerwah-Budgam, 35 in Anantnag and 25 

in Jammu, 10 girls are studying in Maharashtra 

for higher education) age group ranging from 3-25 

years and many B-e-T students are studying in various 

universities outside valley and living self dependent 

life.  

Every child is receiving quality education and gaining effective services in the areas of health and 

medicine, academic tuitions, educational tours and annual picnics, nutrition, environment, sanitation, 

primary education, literacy  awareness and skill development to empower themselves economically 

and to live independent and respected life in the community.  
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Infrastructure, Inputs and Student Engagement 

  Progressed from one foster Home to four Homes 

  Growth in enrollment of children from 8 to 180. 

  Increase in Staff from 11 to 30. 

  Continuous increase in the number of Volunteers. 

 

Capacity Building 

  Initiation of Women Development Centre with four Units. 

  Providing photography skills to girls from last one year. 

  Providing different skills to children _ card making, 

chocolate making, puppet making etc. 

 

Co-Curricular Activities 

  Organizing Educational Tours for children from last two 

years. 

  Taking children to Annual picnics. 

  Working on Personality and Skill Development of children 

by providing platforms of debates and other competitions. 

Actual Impact 2002-2012 

 Increased 

enrollment 

 

  Increased 

Satisfaction of 

parents/ 

guardians 

 

  Enhanced 

facilities 

within Homes 

 

  Involvement 

of corporate / 

locals 
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Age slab of  Children according to their classes in all 4 Foster Homes of BWF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Age group of girls associated with Rah-e-Niswan,  

(Women Social Entrepreneurship Centre) 
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No organization worth its name can exist without an office. The office can rightly term as the nerve-

centre or brain of an organization, it exercises complete control over the organization. It is its       

business to take policy decisions, drawing up plans and execute them competently.  

It used to be very difficult for BWF- Pune Head office, to bring all its employees on one centre as all 

its foster homes are located in different districts of Jammu and Kashmir. There was no central       

location where all can meet and have a collective plan of action. In this regard, BWF started its cen-

tral office at Srinagar on 15th of April, 2015. The office is located in Chanapora area of Srinagar,   

opposite to one of the leading Private Hospitals of the Valley named as Florence Hospital. The loca-

tion of the office is the most ideal, for the city centre is 5.6 Kms away, the  airport is at a distance of 9 

kms, and the railway station is 5 kms from the office.  

Achievements 

Central Office, Srinagar 

BWF Central 

office at 

Chanapora, 

Srinagar 

started func-

tioning on 

15th April, 

2015 
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The main purpose of BWF behind opening its central office 

was to provide a workplace and working environment        

primarily for administration and managerial workers to        

perform their jobs- preferably to maximum satisfaction 

with  collective interests.  

The Office has 4 spacious rooms and one big conference 

hall in the second story with one washroom. In the third 

story there are 3 rooms, 1 kitchen and a washroom with 

lots of  support spaces i.e. spaces typically used for secon-

dary  activities such as filling documents, taking refresh-

ments, smoking area etc.  

According to Leffingwell; “a well- organized office makes it 

possible for management to plan its operations intelli-

gently, to put its plans into effect surely, to follow their pro-

gress   currently, to determine their effectiveness promptly, 

to apprise the results without delay, and to co-ordinate all 

the activities of the business”.  

Through central office numbers of activities are performed 

as it collects useful pieces of information from different  

Foster Homes and sources, i.e. internal and external, and 

records them. It arranges and analyses them and makes 

them  available to the head management whenever needed. 

It has become the main communication centre, store of re-

cords, administrative nerve centre and control centre for 

BWF Head office.   

Thus acting as an information centre or store house or    

memory centre, all kinds of information, past or present, 

are available in the office.   
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Moreover, the Srinagar office has connected the BWF with different government departments, general 

public and other organizations/corporate by conveying its objectives, policies and programs transpar-

ently and without any barrier.  

It has also aided management to bring about co-ordination, as the program officers within central of-

fice   co-ordinates, directs and guides the activities of different Homes and employees effectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The state of Jammu and Kashmir has been facing the problem of unemployment over the past many 

years which are increasing by every passing day. The number of unemployed youth as per the govern-

ment  statistics is 5.50 lacs, however, this number underestimates the actual figures. 

The youth of J&K being educated and possessing degrees prefer to do meager jobs in the government     

departments because of the problem of unemployment. Presently many of the youths are going in the 

fields of technical and vocational education which has become the need of the hour. Particularly the 

female folks putting up in rural areas cannot afford the higher education and go into the field of voca-

tional education.  

“Rah-e-Niswan” (Way of Women)  
Women’s Social Entrepreneurship Centre 

A Project by Borderless World Foundation 

A Women’s Social 

Entrepreneurship 

Centre in Sulkoot 

area of District 

Kupwara was ini-

tiated on 1st July 

2015 by BWF. 
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The rural areas in Kashmir valley lack the availability of      

vocational training centers and it has been observed that the 

female folks always continue to look for the opportunities to 

get better vocational training, but have no other choices.  

 

In this regard, BWF organized a vocational training program 

in which a group of girls from Basera-e-Tabassum Homes of 

Borderless World Foundation were sent for trainings to        

renowned institutions of Pune according to their areas of      

interests, wherein different trainings were provided to them 

for three months. Later a centre was initiated called ‘Rah-e-

Niswan’ meaning “Way of Women”, a Women’s Social Entre-

preneurship Centre in Sulkoot area of district Kupwara, the 

main aim of which is to inculcate entrepreneurship skills and 

financial management to help in the effective development of 

women and provide them a space to bring out their lost         

innovations and ideas. 

 

The centre provides a safe environment wherein vocational 

trainings in computer embroidery, tailoring, sanitary napkin 

making, and fabric paint arts and crafts is provided for      

community development by the belief that this initiative will 

provide hope and sustainable employment opportunities for 

them.  At present the unit of Sanitary Napkins Manufactur-

ing, Tailoring Unit, Fabric Painting Unit and Computer              

Embroidery Unit is functional in the centre. 
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Jammu and Being  Kashmir being an accident prone region and road mishaps being a daily occurrence 

in the state witnessing  an increase in the number of accidents, violent incidents and medical emergen-

cies  indicates that there is a huge need to deploy critical transport as whenever a patient has care needs          

exceeding the current emergency medical service standards. We are living in a time when the emphasis 

on preventing damage is greater than ever; the provision of pre-hospital care will be the key to ensure 

that the lives are not lost due to avoidable circumstances. In this regard, the thought of EMS in mind of 

BWF was running from couple of years back but in recent 2014 J&K floods, this acute need to have 

emergency  services in state motivated and encouraged BWF to transform the thought into reality. So, 

Borderless World Foundation got into action and consulted directorate of health service Kashmir in 

November 2014 for assistance, guidance and support.  

The department of Health services went out of the way in providing assistance which allowed the BWF 

to raise funds for the critical care ambulance service. After much efforts and hard work, the                      

NSDL e‐Governance Infrastructure Limited (‘NSDL e‐Gov’) joined hands with BWF and donate the 

four Cardiac and Trauma care ambulances under its CSR policy. 

“Kashmir Life Line” 

Critical Care Ambulances 
A Project by Borderless World Foundation 

The Fleet of Cardiac 

and Trauma Care 

Ambulances being 

launched by Late 

Honorable Chief 

Minister of the State 

on 21st September 

2015. 
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On 21st of September, 2015 at 8:00am ambulances were taken to CMs residence after thorough security 

check and finally, the much awaited launch of Emergency Medical Services (EMS), cardiac and trauma 

care ambulances (A project by BWF and donated by NSDL) was flagged off by then Honorable Chief   

Minister- Late Mr. Mufti Mohammad Syed from his   

residence at 9:30 am . 

The chief minister was flanked by many dignitaries       

especially Minister of Health, ARI and Trainings- Ch. 

Lal Singh, Minister of Law, Parliamentary Affairs, Re-

lief and Rehabilitation- Syed Basharat Bukhari, Minis-

ter of State for Health and Social Welfare- Asiya Nasqash, Director Health Services, Kashmir- Dr. 

Samir Mattoo,   Mission Director NHM- Dr. Singh, Project Director, J&K Aids Control Society- Dr. 

Saleem-ur-Rehman.  

From everywhere the appreciation for the efforts 

of the organizations who provided the ambu-

lances were heard from everyone. It was truly a 

proud movement for BWF. 

The fleet of EMS was put into practice at strate-

gic locations where from they could cater to the 

maximum population and ferry the people in 

need to the tertiary care hospitals. The locations 

of the  ambulances as decided in the MOU are 

Bijbehara (Anantnag), Sangrama (Baramulla), 

Sanatnagar (Srinagar) and Kathua (Jammu National Highway). The staff deputed for these Ambulances 

had to go for training for 3-Days in order to get an  understanding of the equipments fitted in the Ambu-

lances. 

All the Ambulances are working 24x7 for the welfare of the general public. The Ambulances to a great    

extent had helped in saving the lives of patients in emergency, pregnant ladies, accident cases etc. 

 

National Securities Depository Lim-

ited (NSDL) is an Indian Central Secu-

rities Depository, based in Mumbai 

and was founded on 8th November 

1996 as the first electronic securities in 

India.  
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The total number population benefitted from EMS till January, 2016; 

 

Jammu Region 

S. No. Activity No. of Patients Benefitted 

1. Accident Cases on Jammu Highway 7 

2. Ferrying Pregnant Females 3 

3. VIP Escort/ Movement 3 

4. Other Emergency Cases 13 

5. Deaths during Shuttling Patients NIL 

Kashmir Valley 

S. No. Activity No. of Patients Benefitted 

1. Accident Cases on Jammu Highway 11 

2. Ferrying Pregnant Females 17 

3. VIP Escort/ Movement 7 (including PM’s rally) 

4. Other Emergency Cases 18 

5. Ferrying VIP 2 

6. Deaths during Shuttling Patients NIL 
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CHINAR International, a leading Non               

Governmental Organization working effectively 

on educational and socio-economic initiatives for   

children and youth in the Kashmir Valley, in      

collaboration with Tata Institute of Social Sci-

ences (TISS) initiated a Business Plan Competi-

tion on 2nd January, 2016 for marginalized young 

entrepreneurs of Kashmir valley for its Business 

Incubation Centre. The business proposals were 

invited and our girls_ Mehaza and a team of 

Mubina and Musharaf from Women’s Social  En-

trepreneurship Centre (Rah-e-Niswan) also sub-

mitted two  proposals, one of Computer Embroi-

dery Unit and other of Sanitary Napkin Manufacturing Unit.  

In response to the business proposals invited, one of our girl-child Mehaza presented her proposal on   

Computer Embroidery Unit and another team of girls, Mubina and Musharaf presented a proposal on 

Sanitary Napkin Manufacturing Unit.  
 

Golden Feather 

BWF, CHINAR 

and TISS team 

with star winners 

of Business Plan 

Competition on 

2nd January, 2016 
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Both the proposals got in and bagged the 1st and 3rd positions respectively.  The 1st position was bagged 

by Sanitary Napkin Manufacturing unit and 3rd by Computer embroidery unit. 

The girls were awarded with Trophies by Prof. Satyajit Majumdar of Tata Institute of Social Sciences 

(TISS) 

 

It was a proud movement for Borderless World Foundation who initiated the project Rah-e-Niswan. It 

is the project where a group of girls from Basera-e-Tabassum Homes of Borderless World Foundation 

were sent for trainings to renowned institutions of Pune according to their areas of interests. This suc-

cess gave the whole team of BWF more confidence, rejoice and self satisfaction as all the three girls came 

from such remote and conflict hit areas where achieving such success and gaining self-confidence is a big 

challenge. The girls make the whole team of Borderless World Foundation proud as it has been always 

the priority of whole team to empower the girls of conflict hit areas by identifying their aspirations and 

holding their hand towards the path of their achievements. 
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BWF believes that Excursions/ picnics facilitate a mul-

tifaceted perception of the world. Excursions are an 

additional source of education to the students as they 

inform them about the various places of interest in and 

around their locality and in the neighboring states or 

some other places. An actual visit to a place of              

historical or cultural interest supplements a child’s 

knowledge about it. In this regard, BWF used to         

organize annual picnics for all its Basera-e-Tabassum 

Homes. 

On 2nd of August, 2015 BWF organized a picnic for        

B-e-T Kupwara children with 6 staff members to Chari- e-sharief and Yusmarg.  

Chari-e-sharief is one of the most ancient shrines which stand tall in the valley of Jammu and Kashmir.  

 

 

EVENTS 

Picnics and Festivals 

Picnics organized 

for B-e-T        

Kupwara,          

Anantnag and 

Beerwah Homes in 

the month of     

August, 2015  
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All the children were amused to see the heritage of about 600 

years old. The children went for ablution ‘Wudu’ and entered 

into the shrine for prayer. The other spot named as Yusmarg 

meaning “The meadow of Jesus”.  

It’s believed by the natives that Jesus came to Kashmir and 

stayed at Yusmarg for some time. It was a wonderful experience 

where children learnt many things, enjoyed and had great fun.  

After Kupwara, Basera-e-Tabasum Anantnag went to picnic. 

On 16th of August, 2015 along with four staff members. children 

from B-e-T Anantnag went to Pahalgam which means “the val-

ley of shepherds”. Pahalgam is the famous tourist spot in Kash-

mir with crystal clear water all around. The children take pony 

rides, play with water and play many games in complete super-

vision. All children were given a timeframe within which they 

were allowed to play and explore the beauty around. 

On 23rd of August 2015, Borderless World Foundation organ-

ized excursion trip for B-e-T Beerwah with 5 staff members and 

4  volunteers to Sonamarg which means “Meadow of Gold”, a 

hill station in the Ganderbal district. It was about two to three 

hours distance from the Beerwah Home. The children were ex-

tremely excited to reach the destination. All the children kept 

singing songs and dancing in the bus till they reached the venue. 

The   children were amused to see the enchanting natural beauty 

and snow clad peaks, ponies carrying tourist’s up to hilly areas    

crossing stunning blue water lakes and grasslands.  
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Mr. Shiekh Shahnawaz Zahoor_ Chairman BWFJKL and the volunteers helped in making the picnic 

trips a great success and also memorable for all the children. All of them take children under complete            

supervision to different areas around; played with them in water, take photographs, showed huge       

mountains. Mr. Zahoor and Ms. Salima told some amazing facts related to the areas just to enhance the 

knowledge of children as well as others. 
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Basera-e-Tabasum  is the Homes away from home for all children. Celebrations of all festivals in BWF 

Homes are one of the major activities which enable children to develop an awareness of the world 

around them. BWF tries to stimulate all round development of a child and celebrations of different fes-

tivals helps the child develop a desire to understand her culture as well as others and respect them. 

Children in Basera-e-Tabasum Homes and FAH took the opportunities to celebrate the various festi-

vals. The children in Basera-e-Tabasum Homes celebrate the Eid festivals with great enthusiasm and 

vigor. All children came in beautiful dresses and some selected children recited the Kalma and Verses 

of holy Quran. The managers within the Homes explained the meaning and significance of Eid festival 

to all   children.  

The EID       

festivals were 

celebrated by 

all B-e-T Kids 

in the months 

of July and 

September. 
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The loving occasion of Raksha Bandhan was cele-

brated in FAH home which is the best time for sisters 

to reminisce fondly the wonderful moment  spend to-

gether with their brothers and signify the bond of pro-

tection or promise of protection. All children applied 

tilak to the forehead of their brothers, tie Rakhi to 

their wrists and do arati and pray for their health and 

long life.  

Following Rakhsha Bandhan, Krishan Janmash-

tami was celebrated. Short skits/drama was       

performed by children at home depicting the      

stories of lord Krishna and Sita. 

Celebration of 

Festivals at FAH 

(Facilitate and 

Accomplish with 

Humility) Home  
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In the month of November, the festival of Light Diwali and Bhai Dhooj was celebrated with great             

enthusiasm. The children enjoyed sweets, turn up home with lights all over and play with crackers in the 

supervision of elder members from Home.  

Bhai Dhooj, a festival in which sisters pray for theirs brother’s long life and health. All the girls from 

FAH invited their brothers at Home and were lavished with gifts, goodies and blessings from their 

brothers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The long awaited bonfire festival _ Lohri was cele-

brated in January, Children light a large bonfire at 

sunset, toss sesame seeds, gur, sugar-candy and sit 

round it, sing, and dance till the fire dies out. 
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To promote a healthy father-daughter relationship and create a tradition of memories to last a lifetime in 

BWF, Mr. Adhik Kadam celebrated Valentine’s Day with all FAH children by cutting a chocolate fla-

vored cake and gifted a bouquet of red roses to all his Angels. 
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In March, 2016, the FAH Home spread the message of peace and happiness by celebrating the Festival of 

Holi. The kids painted the faces of each other with colors of love and broke the ice to renew relationships. 

The flavor was added to the festival of color when children sang beautiful songs and  performed group 

dance . 
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A free medical camp was organized by BWF at Sub-District _ Beerwah in 10th, October 2015. The camp 

was sponsored by Health Department and Security force. In the event, all children from B-e-T Beerwah 

got free medical checkups from the doctors comprised of one General Physician, one Surgeon and one 

Gynecologist  

Medical Camps 

Children         

attending     

medical Camp 

organized by 

BWF on 10th 

October, 2015 
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One more medical camp was organized by BWF in December, 2015. In which all FAH kids along with 

150 local got free medical health checkups by renowned doctors at Jammu. 

Medical Camp 

organized at 

FAH_ Jammu 

on 20th        

December, 

2015  
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The health and hygiene of children has always remained a concern. In this regard, BWF recently tied up 

with  the Directorate of  Health Services Kashmir for free Medical Checkups to the children putting up 

at all Basera-e-Tabasum Homes, for which a formal written approval was given by the Directorate 

Health Services Kashmir under its School Health Programme. 
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On the Eve of 69th Independence day , a drawing competition was organized by local Army at Basera-e-

Tabassum Beerwah Home . The competition began with  unfurling of the national flag by the Com-

mander Chief of Army. The theme of the event was “Independence day “  and total 26 girls from B-e-T 

Home   Beerwah participated in three different  categories .  

 Category A comprised of students from class 1st  to  6th . 

 Category B comprised of students from class  7th  to 9th and  

 Category C was having students from class 10th onwards. 

This was an attempt by the BWF to engross the feelings of patriotism in the children and so did the stu-

dents participated enthusiastically. 

Drawing Competition 

Organized  by Army 

at B-e-T Beerwah on 

the eve of Independ-

ence Day 

Debates and Competitions 
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The event went on successful  and colorful , in which children put their expressions and ideas on canvas 

just to depict their  love and respect for  their nation. 

 

 

 

 

The Commander Chief (CO) of Army  along with BWF Chairman Mr. Sheikh Zahoor conducted prize   

distribution ceremony. 

 In Category A, Bisma Jan of class 3rd Bagged 1st prize and Gazala Skindre of class 2nd Bagged 2nd 

Prize. 

 In Category B,  Kulsum Jan, a student of class 8th got 1st prize and Safeena  Majid of class 9th got 2nd 

Prize.  

 In category C ,  Khair -ul- Nissa  got 1st prize and Sarwar Jan of class 12th got 2nd prize.  
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The debate competition organized by the Borderless World Foundation for Basera-e-Tabassum girls was 

the maiden episode planned by the Central office at Srinagar. Debate is one of the academic activities 

that give children creative room to express what 

they feel. 

The length and breadth of knowledge that they 

gain through this is simply unparallel. give stu-

dents creative room to express what they feel.  

 

The competition was held at the Central Office Con-

ference Room on 26th August, 2015. The emphatic 

aim of the debate was to gather the girls of all B-e-T 

Homes at one place and help them to explore and ap-

preciate their skills.  

One-day Debate 

Competition           

organized by BWF 

on 26th August, 

2015 
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The format of the debate was a bit different where in 

two topics were assigned to two groups. The group ‘A’ 

comprised of girls of higher secondary and had to de-

bate on the topic, “Importance of Women Leadership in 

Kashmir” whereas the  second group ‘B’ comprised of 

juniors were assigned to exhibit their debating skills on 

the topic, “Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao”. 

It was very evident that the girls were well prepared 

and they used various skills like definitions, irony, over-

statement etc. to convince the audience and the judges. 

Some participants armed with Statistics and data made 

their arguments more emphatic with their righteous fa-

cial expressions, body language and gestures. Some girls 

exhibited great oratorical skills. At the end of the heated 

but interesting debate which lasted over three hours. 

The certificates of participation were distributed to all 

the participants. 
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 Rubeena Akbar of B-e-T Kupwara emerged the First prize holder in Group ‘A’ 

and Nadia Jan of B-e-T Anantnag from group ‘B’.  

 The 2nd prize from group ‘A’ went to Sarwar Jan of B-e-T Beerwah and from 

group ‘B’ to Gulshan Ara of B-e-T Kupwara. 

 The 3rd best was chosen Nancy Gowhar from group ‘A’ of B-e-T Anantnag and 

Parveena Akhter of B-e-T Kupwara from group ‘B’.  
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Sana Kumar and Mercy from FAH Home studying in Ranjit Memorial Public High School bagged best student 

trophies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Muskan Kumari bagged 1st prize for Essay competition at School 

The team of children from FAH Home bagged 1st prize for singing the best patriotic song at school level          

Competition 

 

In this year many awards at school level competitions were bagged by children 

from FAH Home, Jammu. 
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With the end of the year , BWF gives prior importance to have the Parent– staff meetings within Homes with a 

belief that such meetings can play a very important role in child’s development and academic success.  

The Staff within the Homes and parents/ guardians of the child often see different aspects of a child’s personality., 

which BWF believes can be understood only by maintaining an open dialogue on the child’s achievements and 

behavior. Such meetings helps the parents/guardians to learn of any challenge their child might be having. By the 

same token, parent/ guardian can let the staff know of any special circumstances at home that might have some 

bearing on the child’s performance or behavior.  

Conducting  

Parent Meetings 

within BWF 

Homes. 
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For BWF overall development of Child is utmost Important. 
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Trainings are the process of enhancing the skills, capabili-

ties and knowledge of employees for doing a particular job 

especially when one has to  deal with children. So,  BWF 

thought to go for TOT (training of trainers) for which in 

the month of December _2015,  Borderless World Founda-

tion ( BWF) organized a two day training session with 

“The Miracle Foundation” at Delhi for, lead female          

employees of its  central office  who directly have to work 

with Foster care management . 

BWF believes and wants to continuously arrange such 

more sessions for all the staff as to get effective, productive 

and quality performance of employees.  

 

Training Programs 

 Two day training 

session was provided 

by “The Miracle 

Foundation" . at 

Delhi  

Miracle Foundation is a US based 

501 (c) (3) non-profit organiza-

tions, founded in 2000 and head-

quartered in Austin, Texas and has 

a focus on     revolutionizing the 

way of children orphanages/ 

homes . 

The Miracle Foundation is a group 

of amazing Children’s Homes 

who work together to improve the 

lives of the children and trans-

forms the lives of     orphans by 

partnering with    children homes 

and helping them build their     

capacity by  providing staff train-

ings, strengthening operational    

p r o c e s s e s  a n d  s y s t e m s ,              

executing the programs, monitor-

ing, mentoring and    providing 

resources directly to orphanages/

homes in the       program.  
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The attendees in the sessions were: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BWF thanks “The Miracle Foundation” for giving its employees a chance to come and 

get such a superb experience in the shape of training session and specially  present a 

vote of thanks to Ms. Sandhya and Ms. Preeti,  who used a lot of examples to make the 

approach of Miracle clear and easy to understand and make the session a participatory 

one so that it does not become a one-way process wherein BWF come out from its shells 

and talk with the Team openly and transparently just because the whole team wants to 

grow positively just for our Children.  

Name of the trainers Designation/Organization 

Ms. Sandhya Mishra Senior Program Manager_  The Miracle Foundation 

Ms. Preeti Seth Senior Program Coordinator _ The Miracle Foundation 

Name of trainees 

Mr. Nitin Upadhye Chief Coordinating officer_ Borderless World Foundation 

Ms. Salima Bhat Project coordinator/Admin_ Borderless World Foundation 

Ms. IqraJaved Programs Officer_ Borderless World Foundation 
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Visitor/ Intern Testimonial 

Mr. Milind  Gajanan 

Watve, professor at 

IISER, Pune along 

with his wife Ms.  

Archanna visited      

B-e-T Kupwara, 

Beerwah and Women 

Social Entrepreneur-

ship Centre in the 

month of October, 

2015 

This is to thank BWF for giving us an opportunity to visit two of your homes and 

lots of talks and discussions. 

Both of us were happy and impressed by the depth of the work. It is one thing to 

help someone as a charity but it is entirely different to give them affection, love 

and trust. This is what we found in your homes and they are very appropriately 

called homes. All the girls looked extremely happy and lively. They had the spirit 

of learning and developing and were optimistic about their future. It is good to 

see they are being given a variety of opportunities of learning including 

photography, computers, arts and crafts so that their natural aptitude is catered 

for. Both of us were moved by the effort and would like to contribute to it in 

whatever way we can. 

Mr. Milind  Watve 
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Dr. Samta from 

Mumbai visited 

FAH Home at 

Jammu in the 

m o n t h  o f      

January, 2016. 

My visit to BWF project FAH, Jammu Home is one of the best  memories of  my 

life, as each and every moment which I spent at this home fulfilled  my heart with 

joy. 

I am extremely happy after seeing the manners of children at FAH home. All 

children are so obedient and loving by nature. 

I am so happy with the way these students are living there and I want to send my 

daughter too to visit FAH Home of BWF and stay there for some days and taught 

them during her stay at Home.  

Really, I felt so happy after visiting FAH Home at Jammu and Congratulate BWF 

for such initiatives. 

Dr. Samta 
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Capta in.  Harnam 

Singh Manhas and his 

wife Mrs. Manhas 

(Landlord of FAH 

Home) used to visit 

project FAH  at 

Jammu.. 

When I visited my home, where BWF project FAH is running, I felt the same way 

when I entered my house for the first time some years ago. 

The officials of this Home including children have so nicely maintained this house 

to make it their Home. 

I am extremely happy with the way all children are living there and was amazed 

to see the level of sanitation and hygiene which they have maintained. I really 

enjoyed during my visit at FAH Home.   

May God bless them. 

Mr. Harnam Singh Manhas 
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Ms. Ekta Thoke, student 

of Architecture at  L.S. 

Raheja school of Archi-

tecture, Bandra worked 

as an  Internee with 

BWF in the month of 

July,2015. 

My name is Ekta Thoke and I had been to Kashmir as part of my architectural thesis case 

study work. I had to stay in Kashmir for few weeks. I lived with the girls of Basera-e-

Tabassum Homes of Borderless World Foundation. By far the best part of my journey was 

the time I spent with the girls. They took care of me as though I was their younger sister, 

despite the fact that I am actually elder to them. Their love and care never made me miss my 

home.  

We danced, laughed, talked for hours, studied and worked  together. The memories they 

gave me is something I hold very close to my heart. For a city girl, it was life from a 

completely different perspective. Their innocence, hardworking spirit and ability to love so 

unconditionally are qualities I tried to bring back with me. I don't have enough words to 

describe my time there and what I felt for them. 

I am Thankful to BWF and Mr. Adhik Kadam who gave me the opportunity to visit BWF 

Homes. 

Miss Ekta Thoke 
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Vision 

“Empowerment of conflict affected children to reach their full potential through education 
and socio-economic initiatives” 

Mission 
 To develop socio-cultural proximity and enrich the local social structure  

 To work towards physical and psychological recovery and social re-integration of 

conflict affected  children and women  

 To assist in Education, Health-Care, Rural Industrial and Economical development in 

conflict hit areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Organizational Structure: 
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Financial Statements_ 2015-2016 
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Some of the News Links: 
 

https://www.google.co.in/search?q=http://www.risingkashmir.com/news/cm-launches-4-critical-care-

ambulances/ 

 

https://authintnews.com/2015/international/Kashmir/jk-lifeline-in-critical-care-ambulances-101317 

 

http://www.tribuneindia.com/mobi/news/jammu-kashmir/governance/mufti-launches-four-trauma-care-

ambulances-in-state/136066.html 

http://indiatoday.intoday.in/money/story/ngos-launch-first-critical-care-ambulance-system-in-jammuand-

kashmir/1/479154.html 

http://m.newsindianexpress.com/nation-2/542346 

http://www.scoopnews.in/ 

http://www.crosstownnews.in/post/825/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances-

insrinagar.html 

http://www.greaterkashmir.com/mobi/news/life-style/story/197187.html 

http://jammulinksnews.com/m/newsdet.aspx?q=35750 

http://dailykashmirimages.com/Details/92594/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances 

http://www.kashmirlife.net/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances-85660/ 

 

 

 

 

Publications 

https://www.google.co.in/search?q=http://www.risingkashmir.com/news/cm-launches-4-critical-care-ambulances/
https://www.google.co.in/search?q=http://www.risingkashmir.com/news/cm-launches-4-critical-care-ambulances/
https://authintnews.com/2015/international/Kashmir/jk-lifeline-in-critical-care-ambulances-101317
http://www.tribuneindia.com/mobi/news/jammu-kashmir/governance/mufti-launches-four-trauma-care-ambulances-in-state/136066.html
http://www.tribuneindia.com/mobi/news/jammu-kashmir/governance/mufti-launches-four-trauma-care-ambulances-in-state/136066.html
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/money/story/ngos-launch-first-critical-care-ambulance-system-in-jammuand-kashmir/1/479154.html
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/money/story/ngos-launch-first-critical-care-ambulance-system-in-jammuand-kashmir/1/479154.html
http://m.newsindianexpress.com/nation-2/542346
http://www.scoopnews.in/
http://www.crosstownnews.in/post/825/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances-insrinagar.html
http://www.crosstownnews.in/post/825/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances-insrinagar.html
http://www.greaterkashmir.com/mobi/news/life-style/story/197187.html
http://jammulinksnews.com/m/newsdet.aspx?q=35750
http://dailykashmirimages.com/Details/92594/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances
http://www.kashmirlife.net/cm-launches-4-cardiac-and-trauma-care-ambulances-85660/
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The pamphlet were framed to aware the masses of Jammu and Kashmir 

regarding the Emergency and Medical Service. 
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YOU CAN  
SUPPORT  

BWF IN  
MANY  
WAYS 

 

 

 Sponsor  a Child 

 Support the construction plan of  Fos-

ter Care Home at Beerwah, 

Budgam_J&K. 

 Support the project of constructing 

Home at Jammu. 

 Support in expansion of present pro-

grams of BWF_ EMS, Women 

Friendly Spaces, Educational Tour 

Expenses. 

 Support in Providing soft skill train-

ings to children in Homes. 

 Support in strengthening the Libraries 

in Homes. 

 Support in Staff Salaries. 

 Funding of Specific projects cost. 

VOLUNTEER 

 

 Teach and Counsel Children 

 Staff Training Programs. 

 Career Development          

Counseling. 

 Fund Raising 

IN-KIND 

 IT Equipments 

 Cameras 

 Books and Stationery 

 Sports  Equipments. 

 Furniture 
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BWF  Pune _HO 

Borderless World Foundation 

Block ‘F’ Phase II, Nikhal Pride  2040 Sadashiv Peth, 

Tilak Road Next  Abhinav Kalla Mahavidyalaya 

Pune_411030 

Ph. 24327766/9922455920 

 

 

Www.borderlessworldfoundation.org  

BWF  Central _CO 

Borderless World Foundation 

3rd Floor, Dar Building 

Opposite Florence Hospital 

Main Road_ Chanapora 

Srinagar_ 190015 

Ph. 0194-2430448/9622585341 

 

 

Www.borderlessworldfoundation.org 

 


